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A Soul Impaled
 
Me being lost and confused has transpired to being depressed
Things that have past have not coalesced
Filled to the top till my cup runeth over
There are many things that cause this chip on my shoulder
I cannot move it away it’s like a stationary boulder
If I don’t deal with it now it will be there when I get older
Feeling like my spirit is already broken and diminished
And my bright future has already been finished
I need guidance for I have lost my way
For my lips wont speak but there is so much to say
Like a mute person I can’t let it out
It makes me want to kick, scream, fight, and shout 
Without being heard the anxiety and pain grows stronger
I’m not sure if I can bear this burden much longer
Trapped in an eternity of sorrow and hurt
My heart is steadily stained like it’s worn on the sleeve of my shirt
Death is inevitable so I should just meet it half way
I might face that fate tomorrow if I don’t face it today
Help me escape this pain that eats me alive
It’s as though this demon loves my hurt and my pain makes it thrive
Constantly I smile and make things seem like its just everyday life
When reality portrays my heart impaled with a knife
Dying is easy and living is hell times six
I’m tired of life and its contradictory tricks
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Chances
 
I feel like I'm whole I found my missing part
I hope there is never an end to our start
I found where I belong right here with you
you opened my heart to things I never Knew
I'm gonna stick it out with you through and through
for your love there isn't anything I wouldnt do
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Closeness
 
trying to get closer is so hard to do
everytime we talk i just cant get throught to you
a painful past locks away your emotions
getting closer to you is my devotion
im trying to break the chains from her frozen heart
and yet im confused where do I start? ? ?
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Fade To Black
 
As I slowly fade to black I turn back and reminisce
About all the good things we shared and what I will miss
We were picture perfect like a motion picture
It was like a dream every time I was with ya 
I want to turn back and recapture the flame 
But it’s too late now because the fade to black came.
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Never Back Down
 
try to knock me down i get right back on my feet
because i know there is a destiny for me to meet
weather its now or later only time can tell
because everytime i get knocked down i always prevail
to reach success is what im tryin to do
so if you're in my way move and let me through
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Perfectly Imperfect
 
her long hair strong and black
rests gently on the center of her back
the luminosity of her perfect smile echoes in the distance
when I first met her I loved her at that instant
star struck and lost in a daze
I halted in admiration, stunned and amazed
perfect with imperfections
no need for corrections, god chose her to receive my affection 
no woman comes close or can even compare
to her beauty and grace she is just too fair
she belongs to me I don’t have to share
a love like this doesn’t exist anywhere
oblivious to intrusion and beyond the confusion
our love has grown and the authenticity is proven
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Played
 
yeah  im feelin so neglected
you played me hard and i got so disrespected
well damn what should I have expected
i guess its time to become coldhearted just to keep me protected
she was supposed to be real and never synthetic
but all she was is fake and she's so pathetic
i cant belive what i did yea of course i regret it
i never knew pain could feel like this until i met it
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Reminiscent
 
I’m constantly reminded of when I loved you
I was so caught up and entangled I didn’t know what to do
You had me hooked line and sinker
Now I became a real man a real deep thinker
So conflicted on weather I should give it another shot
Because you are all I got.
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Your Kiss
 
Your soft luscious lips pressed against mine
everytime we kiss i wanna do it one more time
your arms around my neck and mine on your waist
I'm mesmerized by how good you feel taste
Your kiss is like crack and I'm addicted like Whitney
I'm under your spell and no one else can get me
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